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RESUME
Cet article présente le Swiss Army Menu (SAM), un menu
circulaire permettant de rendre accessible un très grand nom-
bre de fonctions sur un seul petit écran tactile. Le design de
SAM repose sur quatre types d’items différents, la possibil-
ité de naviguer dans des hiérarchies d’items et un contrôle
qui repose simplement sur de petits mouvements du pouce.
SAM offre ainsi un ensemble important de fonctions qui au-
rait typiquement requis un nombre de widgets impossible à
afficher en même temps sur un petit écran.
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ABSTRACT
This article introduces the Swiss Army Menu (SAM), a ra-
dial menu that enables a very large number of functions on a
single small tactile screen. The design of SAM relies on four
different kinds of items, support for navigating in hierarchies
of items and a control based on small thumb movements.
SAM can thus offer a set of functions so large that it would
typically have required a number of widgets that could not
have been displayed in a single viewport at the same time.
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Figure 1: The Swiss Army Menu allows the user to
navigate in a large and diverse command set without
any occlusion problem.

1. INTRODUCTION
Interaction on mobile devices mainly relies on large but-

tons and multi touch gestures, involving the two hands of
the user. One hand holds the device to allow the other hand
to gesture or reach a button anywhere on the screen. Some
interactions with the user’s environment then become lim-
ited. For example, holding a paper document in one hand
while using a mobile application (e.g. web browsing) with
the other hand at the same time is almost impossible.

HCI researchers have designed powerful techniques that
only require the user’s thumb (e.g., [6] or [7]) to allow the
user to use the mobile device in the casual way illustrated by
Figure 1. However none of these techniques fully addresses
both of the following requirements at the same time:

• P1 Easy navigation and exploration in the whole set
of commands: the thumb must be able to easily reach
any command and never hide its label;

• P2 Large capacity : the user must be able to invoke
the whole set of commands in an application. This
means a potentially large set of commands including
commands that take as input a continuous parameter.

This article introduces the Swiss Army Menu (SAM, Fig-
ure 1), a radial menu that proposes different kinds of items
so that it can replace a large set of commonly-used widgets
(buttons, checkboxes, radio buttons, sliders, scrollbars and
lists). The control of SAM makes use of a puck the user
remotely moves (i.e., indirect pointing) in a limited area so



that any command can be easily reached while preserving
the visibility of the other labels in the menu.

2. RELATED WORK
Directly interacting with fingers on a small display is prone

to occlusion issues because of the size of a finger relative to
the size of the screen. One drastic solution consists in mov-
ing all touch interactions to the back of the device [2], by
making the rear surface touch-sensitive. However, when de-
signing this technique, Baudisch and Chu were considering
a two hand use: the user holds the tiny display in one hand
while the index of the other hand interacts on the backside.
Others have designed solutions for more standard devices
solely equipped with a one sided touch-screen. For example,
MagStick [9] is a telescopic stick that allows to acquire a
small target without occluding it. When the user touches
the screen, a pointer appears that the user remotely con-
trols. Indirect pointing combined with symmetrical control
ensures the visibility of the targeted object but also increases
the user’s cognitive load, at least in the learning phase.

In addition to minimizing occlusion, MagStick allows the
thumb to access objects that could not be reached with-
out it. Regarding this issue, ThumbSpace [7] brings a differ-
ent solution by providing a soft touchpad superimposed on
the display when the user presses a given physical button.
Once calibrated in order to accommodate the user’s char-
acteristics (e.g., thumb length), the entire screen space is
mapped into a smaller region which can be easily accessed by
the thumb. MagStick and ThumbSpace are powerful point-
ing techniques but do not explicitly address how a small
display can accommodate a large set of commands.

ArchMenu and ThumbMenu [6] are both semi-circular
menus designed to make several commands accessible with
small thumb moves. The layout of the items ensures that
they all fall within thumb’s reach. Both menus provide an
offset cursor to avoid the thumb occluding items of inter-
est. They also allow the user to explore the menu hierarchy
by displaying the pointed submenu in an extra layer above
the parent item. However, the semi-circular shape limits
the number of items these menus can contain. Conversely,
the Wavelet Menu [4], is a full circular menu that features
an inverted concentric layout, where submenus are shown at
the center while the parent menus move outward, but suffers
from usability problems due to occlusion.

In summary, each of these techniques solves a specific
problem at the expense of others. The goal of SAM’s de-
sign is to meet all the requirements: limit occlusion and
accommodate a large set of commands easy to reach.

3. SWISS ARMY MENU DESIGN
SAM is presented as a radial menu [8]. When invoked, it

pops up at a given location in the upper part of the screen.
A finger then remotely controls a pointer (a puck) in an
indirect way (Figure 2) to interact with the menu items.
In most cases, the mobile will be held in the standard way
depicted in Figure 1 so that the thumb controls from the
lower part of the screen. While SAM can still be controlled
by any finger from any location, it always appears at the
same location so as to avoid common problems radial menus
face with screen edges.

The best way to invoke SAM is up to the designer ac-
cording to the application he considers. He can for example
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Figure 3: Event types

choose to use a double tap event, a given gesture, a shake
event, etc.

The combination of indirect control and a small central
area addresses two issues mentioned in the introduction: the
thumb can reach any command in the menu without occlud-
ing it.

3.1 Indirect control
The central area is composed of two concentric circles: the

rest area and the control area (Figure 2). Both are separated
by a rubber band. The menu responds to events triggered by
interactions between the puck and the rubber band. There
are three types of events:

• Puck touch: The puck touches the rubber band (Fig-
ure 3-(a));

• Puck stretchx: The puck stretches the rubber band
by a distance x (Figure 3-(b)). When x ≥ d, where d
is the distance between the rubber band and the outer
border, puck movements are constrained by the rigid
outer border;

• Puck cross: This may occur when the puck stretches
the rubber band towards a circular item or a sub-
menu item (see below). In these cases, when the puck
stretches the rubber band by a distance ≥ d, the puck
crosses the rubber band (Figure 3-(c)) and enters the
control area. It will cross back to the rest area when
it stretches the rubber band by a distance ≥ d in the
opposite direction (i.e. towards the menu center).

When the rubber band is crossable, its transparency de-
pends on how much it is stretched so as to tell the user he
can pass through it in one or the other direction. Further-
more, the respective colors of the rest area and the control
area depend on the puck location: the area that contains the
puck is always light grayed while the other is dark grayed.
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Figure 4: Interacting with the different kinds of items (Command, Toggle, Elastic, Circular) and hierarchy
(Submenu)

3.2 Item types
In conjunction with the different types of items SAM can

contain, the vocabulary of events described above allows to
replace all types of existing widgets. Figure 2 illustrates the
different types of items: Command items that stand for
buttons, Toggle items act as checkboxes or radio buttons,
Elastic items and Circular items cover what sliders and
scrollbars can do. The type of an item is revealed by a
discrete but explicit graphical cue. For example, a one-way
arrow is displayed on an Elastic item or a curved two-way
arrow on a Circular item.

Once the menu is invoked, the puck follows thumb move-
ments (as a pointer follows mouse movements) and as soon
as it touches the rubber band, the closest item is highlighted
whatever its type. The interaction then depends on the
item’s type as explained below. For all types of items, the
interaction with SAM ends when the user releases his finger
and the puck is in contact with the rubber band1. Other-
wise, when the puck is in the rest area, the user is allowed to
reposition his thumb if he needs to be in a more comfortable
hand posture (in this case, the menu remains displayed).

Command: The command item is the most simple one.
While highlighted, the command is triggered when the user
releases his thumb.

Toggle: The toggle item can stand for either a checkbox
(multiple selections) or a radio button (exclusive selection)
as illustrated on Figure 4-(b). The toggle gets selected (resp.
deselected) when the puck stretches the rubber band with a
distance ≥ d (i.e. the puck touches the outer border). The
layout of the menu can allow the user to hit several toggles in
a continuous move by sliding along the outer border if setting
several properties in a row makes sense for the application

1It is up to the designer to automatically hide the menu
once an interaction with a given item has ended or to keep
it displayed so as to favor the sequences of several interac-
tions and hide it only in response to an additional explicit
invocation event.

(for example, bold and italic can be side by side as on Figure
4-(b)). When several properties are grouped, as in the case
of radio buttons, the corresponding items are preceded by
a string that links them together. Moving the string in the
direction of one item will make the string leave other items
in the group so as to ensure exclusive selection.

Elastic: The elastic item allows the user to change a
value with elastic rate control. The more the rubber band
is stretched, the faster the value is increased (or decreased).
Note that this first order control of a value is not usually
supported by sliders or scrollbars. To avoid accidental set-
ting, the rubber band is a bit more rigid in the direction of
an elastic item.

Circular: The circular item allows the user to set a value
with a zero order control as a common slider does. As men-
tioned above, the puck can cross the rubber band when it
moves towards this kind of item. Once the rubber band
has been crossed, the user can move the puck clockwise
(resp. counterclockwise) to increase (resp. decrease) the
value. Other menu items disappear to reduce screen clutter.
For example, the user sets the font size on Figure 4-(d). The
full range of values can be mapped on one circle to allow the
user to get a clear idea of the location of the different val-
ues. For example, if the range of values is [0,100], the user
reaches 25 by sliding a quarter circle away or 50 by going
to the diametrically opposed location. Note that, as sev-
eral recent techniques like [10], a circular control also allows
the user to handle a potentially very large continuous range
with a high precision by mapping the full range of values on
an arbitrary number of circles. The designer will choose the
most appropriate mapping (one or several circles) according
to the application considered. At any moment, the user can
get back to the rest area to cancel the current value set-
ting. Otherwise, the value gets set when the user releases
his finger while the puck is in the control area.

Altogether, these different types of items allow the user to
select a command, enable/disable properties and set a con-



tinuous value. With the support for hierarchy, described in
the next section, the number of functions SAM can propose
is very large (capacity).

3.3 Hierarchy
To navigate in hierarchies of items, SAM’s design is largely

inspired by the Wavelet Menu [4]. As shown in Figure 4-(e),
the submenu progressively appears outwards from the center
of the menu.

Releasing the thumb while a submenu item is highlighted
actually selects the submenu as in the case of a command
item. Thus, an item which is not in the first level of the
menu is reachable via a multi stroke. In order to get back
to the parent level, the user simply taps once. A double-tap
completely closes SAM.

Also, unlike command items, the user can cross the rubber
band when moving towards a submenu to enter a preview
mode where he can see the items located in the submenu
without fully replacing the current menu. He can get back to
the rest area to leave this preview mode at any time. When
in preview mode, items that are not submenus are grayed
out to allow the user to quickly move from one submenu
to the other by sliding along the outer border. The ability
to explore the set of available items is especially useful to
novices who discover the interface.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To summarize, the Swiss Army Menu (SAM) is a new

menu that allows users of mobile devices to activate many
commands without facing the common issues due to direct
input on small displays. A prototype can be found at http:
//insitu.lri.fr/sam/. The evaluation of SAM is left for
future work.

Future work also includes the refinement of the expert
mode. Indeed, unlike Flow Menus [5], SAM supports a real
expert mode in the same spirit as marking menus [8]. For
now, the prototype implements only a “naive” version that
simply consists in hiding the menu graphical appearance and
disabling the possibility for the user to reposition his thumb
when the puck is in the rest area. Releasing the finger always
stops the interaction with SAM.

However this naive version is at the risk of the user’s bad
perception of the puck location. What are thought of as cir-
cular movements can actually be narrow ellipses. The puck
can also unintentionally switch between rest and control ar-
eas. Strokes might be shorter so that they actually do not
touch the rubber band or hit the outer border as the user
would expect. The envisioned “clever” version considers a
stroke-based input that gets rid of precision in shaping and
stroke length by making use of:

• the stroke orientation to trigger commands, toggles
and submenus (as in the case of marking menus). There-
fore the stroke length does not carry information, ex-
cept for elastic items;

• the dynamics of the movement, similar to [1], to de-
tect when the puck enters the control area for circular
items;

• the changes in rubber rigidity, i.e. the rubber band
becomes more rigid when the user is controlling a value
with a circular item so as to accept circles that are

potentially very degenerated2. The rubber rigidity can
be simulated by distorting the motor space [3] since the
puck is controlled in an indirect way. In case the user
wants to cancel the current value he is setting, he just
pauses to enter novice mode. The menu thus appears
so that he can get back to the rest area as described
above.
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